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EMILY PALM

C24C fed the ravenous fans in the acoustical splendor of the parking garage last Friday evening. The battle of
the bands drew a record number of music fans for a school thought by some to be musically apathetic. Bands
from USD and the Southwestern region came to compete for the USD Battle of the Bands title.

USD honors Press Freedom Day
By Melissa Holleran
STAFF WRITER

Last year alone, 37 journal
ists were killed while attempting
to write their stories. To remem
ber their sacrifice, May 3rd is
designated as World Press Free
dom Day to inform the public of
violations of the right to freedom
of expression.
World Press Freedom Day
will be celebrated on campus to
day in front of the UC during
dead.hours. There will be a me
morial honoring the journalists
who lost their lives while trying
to bring their stories to the
public's attention.
In 1991, the general confer
ence of UNESCO recommended
that the UN General Assembly
proclaim May 3 to be World
Press Freedom Day to encour
age free speech in the press and
remember journalists and others
killed while doing their jobs.
"Only through a free press,
can one have a democratic soci
ety which in turn is a prerequi
site for sustainable social and
economic development," said
Dr. Kristin Moran, a Communi

cation Studies professor.
"It is unfortunate that
America does not give this day
the recognition it deserves," said
Jessica St. Clair, a senior. "As a
Communication Studies major
here at USD, I have never heard
about World Press Freedom Day
until now."
Comm Studies professor
Larry Williamson believes that
press freedom is especially im
portant here in the United States.
"Here in America, we have
[Attorney-General] Ashcroft
contemplating reduced first
amendment freedoms. This is
not a good thing for journalists,"
Williamson said.
"Experience has shown that
even the most heinous regimes
can gain popular support if they
manage to muzzle the media or
to manipulate it to arouse fear
and hatred among their citizens,"
said Kofi Annan, Secretary-Gen
eral of the United Nations, in a
recent address. "Free, indepen
dent and pluralist media have an
indispensable role to play in
rooting out racism and xenopho
bia."

Seeds of Peace
Tecolote Memorial Garden a place to reflect

cies, the USD community could
enjoy
and appreciate the wide
STAFF WRITER
variety of innate plants to the San
One walking up to campus Diego area.
from the valley alongside the
After two years of intense
canyon will notice something planning, T.E.A.G. finally re
strange. The cement from part of ceived funding for the garden.
the walkway has vanished, con They have already ordered over
struction is in progress and signs 40 species of native plants from
mention something about a gar the Walter Anderson Nursery.
den being planted.
However, it will not solely be a
"We are remembering those garden for native plant species
who died by planting life," said anymore.
Juana Purchase, member of the
After the attacks, the garden
Environmental Action Group became not only a place for these
(T.E.A.G.).
plants to grow, but also a memo
In spite of the 9/11 tragedy, rial for those who died on
T.E. A.G. wants to commemorate Sept. 11. A place for people to feel
life with the natural beauty of San comfortable to pray and meditate
Diego. They decided to plant if they wish.
"seeds of peace" at the Tecolote
"This is a healing project. We
Memorial Garden, located be want everyone to know that it
hind the University Center.
does not matter what religion you
The idea of planting a peace are. This garden is a place for
garden actually began two years everyone to feel at peace," Pur
ago when T.E.A.G. members be chase said.
came frustrated that exotic plant
A leader from every major re
species pervaded USD's campus. ligion is going to bless the gar
They hoped that by planting a den. So far, the Catholic and
garden with strictly native spe Buddhist faiths have been repre

By Amy Gallmann

sented, and many more are
scheduled to follow. The local
Kumeyaay tribe, whose land
used to be part of the Tecolote
Canyon, gave their blessing at
USD's Native American Festival.
Since this project has now be
come a USD memorial sight, the
plot of land for the garden has
nearly doubled. A USD alumni,
who survived the attacks on the
World Trade Center, is a mem
ber of the family who recently
donated a significant amount to
this cause.
One of the reasons why the
garden is so unique is because of
its universality. This project does
not exclude anyone or any group
from participating. In fact, about
30 random students came out to
help T.E.A.G. prepare the land on
April 6, and many more are likely
to arrive at the garden sight to
plant seeds of peace.
Just as the attacks have
brought millions of Americans

Please see Garden, page 2
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Sometimes you just have to
go right up to someone and let
him/her know how you feel.
Even if you've never even seen
the person before in your life,
or if what you're saying doesn't
really make any sense. And
don't forget to slam the door on
the way out.
Did you know you save ten
cents every time you take your
own mug to get coffee anywhere
on campus? Think about it this
way, if you get coffee five days
a week, then that saves you
ninety-six dollars in four years
at college. And don't forget
about the 1,800 paper cups it
saves a year just from you.
I would like to clarify that my
deep thought I began with last
week should have said mank
and ind, not man and kind. Al
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SPORTS

With summer quickly ap
proaching many people plan to
participate in outdoor activities.
Though the sunshine is bliss,
people should keep their eyes out
for rattlesnakes. Due to the drywinter there may be less rattle
snake encounters than in past
years, but these snakes are able
to adapt to a tough environment.
USD students need to be
watchful since campus is so close
to Tecelote canyon. According
to Public Safety, when a rattler
is sighted on campus, it is either
exterminated or thrown back into
the canyon with a snake poll.
Public Safety last encountered a
rattler three weeks ago.
The best way to avoid being a
victim of a rattlesnake bite is to
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turn your back and walk away face a major dilemma.
when you see one. "They don't
According to the Food and
want to bite," said Brett Baldwin, Drug Administration, 8,000
senior keeper at the San Diego people are bitten yearly by a ven
Zoo's Hcrpetology Department. omous snake, and about a dozen
"They don't want to waste their people die. More people are likely
venom on a defensive bite or risk to die from an allergic reaction
an injury to their fangs."
from a bee sting than a snakebite.
Rattlesnake bites are very Experts believe that as rattle
painful, as their razor sharp fangs snakes adapt to living with hu
strike quickly and sometimes mans, they are less likely going
without a warning rattle. If bit to use their rattlers as warnings.
ten, it is very important to go
Brad Hollingsworth, curator of
straight to the hospital.
the Department of Herpetology at
Treatment of rattlesnake bites the San Diego Natural History
is costly and challenging. A vial Museum, claims that when rattle
of new generation antivenin costs snakes use their rattle, it is not an
about SI,000, and it might take offensive strategy. "It a defensive
eight to ten vials to treat the warning. It's telling you it's ex
wound. The availability of anti tremely fearful for its life," he
venin is very limited and more said. Even if rattlesnakes are
will not be available until June. killed, they are still very deadly.
If snakebites are plentiful this A decapitated rattler can still have
spring, health facilities could potential to strike.

closer together, T.E.A.G. hopes
the Tecolote Memorial Garden
will form bonds within the
USD community. The garden
will be a cathartic outlet where
students can express their feel
ings privately or with each
other.
"I think planting this garden
is a great way to allow anyone
to become involved in some
thing very meaningful," said
Becky Naplc, a junior. "It is
nice to know that USD will
have a place designed for all
faiths to go to. and that it serves
as a Sept. 11 memorial as well."
The dedication ceremony
will take place on Sept. 11,
2002, to mark the anniversary
of the attacks. T.E.A.G. mem
bers plan to work on the project
all summer with the help from
volunteers.

Faculty committee to assess GE requirements

Dr. David Sullivan
Marie Minnick
The Vista publication is written and edited by
USD students and funded by revenues
generated through advertisement and a
student fee. Advertising material published is
for informational purposes only and is not to
be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such

So it seems as though per
disturbing part is that the argu
haps
some clarification needs
ments they make are the same
to
be
made on our special La
used by the biotechnology indus
try in their advertising campaigns. View issue last week. The
Hmm, do you think perhaps the news in the La View section
biotech companies invest a lot of last week was fake. It's true,
money in these news conglom there is no University Lawn
erations? (spin of the day, 4/30/ Task Force, nor amI fluent in
the orange cone dialect of in
02, www.prwatch.org).
1 bet you've got your own animate objects.
Well, this is the last issue of
opinion. I'm sure that the type of
person who reads words from the The Vista for the semester.
desk is the same type of person Have a fantabulous summer,
who wants to get their ideas out it's been fun writing the words
there. Well then, have 1 got the from the desk for those five or
offer for you, yes you, not that six people who read it.
Don't forget to recycle,
other guy behind you, I'm talk
make
eye contact with people
ing to you (unless you're a gradu
pass
on the street (or even
ating senior and won't be here you
next year). Write for The Vista, smile if the spirit moves you)
edit for The Vista, love the Vista. and to think deep thoughts.
-Emily Palm
Contact me for more info:
Associate Editor
epalm@sandiego.edu.

Rattlesnakes thrive in summer heat

Chad Wilson
Jake Fabozzi

though all words are a mystery,
and perhaps that is why mankind
is a mystery wrapped in an
enigma disguised as a conun
drum and as perplexing as a
mule with a spinning wheel. No
one knows how he got it and
damed if he knows what to do
with it.
According to a survey of
major newspapers and weekly
newsmagazines conducted by
Food First, U.S news media
overwhelmingly favors geneti
cally modified crops. A search
through opinion pieces from
Sept. 1999 through Aug. 2001
reported to find a four to one
ratio of opinion pieces favoring
genetically modified crops and
foods compared to those oppos
ing them or taking a generally
critical stance. I think the most

Freshman Bob Pile is a typi
cal second semester student.
Most of his classes are general
education
requirements.
Throughout Pile's first year at the
University, he has been exposed
to a variety of GE requirements
that he normally would not have
taken.
"Through experiencing the
different GE's, I am now certain
about my major," Pile said. Af
ter taking a Political Science
class, Pile now plans on declar
ing his major as International
Relations.
GE requirements at the Uni
versity serve as an important tool
for shaping students' futures by
helping them choose a major, as
well as exposing them to a broad
range of subjects that would po

tentially benefit them later inlife.
To uphold the high standards
of the University, the Dean of
Arts and Sciences, Pat Drinan,
has started preliminary review
stages of the GE requirements.
"We will be looking at the
way we teach classes, and what
has changed since the last time
the GE's have been reviewed,"
Drinan said. It has been 15 years
since the requirements were last
formally reviewed.
Drinan is chairing a commit
tee of six professors appointed
for the four-year examination
process. The six professors on
the committee are Andy Allen
from the School of Business,
Steve Gelb from the School of
Education, Kathy James from
the School of Nursing and
Health Science, and Eren
Branch, Richard Gonzalez and
Roger Pace from Arts and Sci

ences.
Allen, one of the six mem
bers on the committee, sees be
ing appointed as a worthwhile
means to do the University a
service. He and Gelb will be
reviewing approximately 15
United States colleges and uni
versities in order to assess the
University's GE plan along side
other successful curriculums.
"We are assessing other
schools to make sure our GE
plan is updated, current and rel
evant," Allen said. "Also, we
want to continually re-evaluate
our programs next to other
Catholic universities."
Along with assessing other
universities, the committee is
using The GE Review Plan,
composed by Drinan, and lit
erature chosen by him to help
evaluate and reshape the
University's curriculum.

A section of the literature cho
sen by Drinan is The Catholic Uni
versity in the Modern World writ
ten by Pope John Paul II. The Pope
wrote extensively on the essential
characteristics of a Catholic insti
tution, emphasizing that a Catho
lic university has its own specific
characteristics and purposes that
are uniquely different from other
universities.
A substantial part of the goal of
The GE Review Plan is to adapt to
demographic and cultural changes
including diversity, technology and
internationalism, while maintain
ing a focus on the ideals of Catho
lic education.
The four-year-plan includes
opportunities for students to voice
their opinions through the faculty
and organized, hearings. In the
spring of 2005, the revisions will
be submitted to the Senate for re
view and approval.
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Camp Footprints
hopes to leave its
mark
By Amy Williams
STAFF WRITER

In order to raise money for
Camp Footprints, a summer
camp that provides ministry
and an integrated camp expe
rience for children with dis
abilities, Dr. David Sullivan's
Media and Conflict class will
hold a fundraiser tonight hosted
by Chevy's restaurant in Del
Mar.
"Camp Footprints is a camp
for disabled and non-disabled
children," said Erin Tripp, a
member of the Media & Con
flict class involved in organiz
ing the event.
The event will be held to
night from 5:30-9:30 p.m. at
Chevy's restaurant, located at
2730 Via Dc La Vallc in Del
Mar.
Twenty percent of the pro
ceeds from the event will be
donated to Camp Footprints,
whose summer camps run for
six days each in July.
Camp Footprints is held at
Camp Yolijwa in Yucaipa, Cali
fornia—about 20 miles cast of
San Bernardino. The camp of
fers fun events for both dis

abled and non-disabled chil
dren including swimming,
games, arts, crafts and music.
The goal of the event is to
provide an integrated camp ex
perience for both disabled and
non-disabled children, one that
is filled with love and friend
ship.
A staff including counse
lors, certified lifeguards and inresidence nurses is available
throughout the camp.
According to Tripp, reserva
tions are recommended for the
fundraising event at Chevy's
tonight. Tripp noted that stu
dents should specify that they
are with USD when making
reservations since a section of
the restaurant will be desig
nated for the Camp Footprints
event.
It should be noted that alco
holic beverages count toward
the total funds raised for Camp
Footprints during the event.
However, students who are un
der 21 will be able to attend the
event also.
For reservations, Chevy's
can be contacted at (858) 7938893.
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ANDREA HADAD

Students from Dr. Light's Advanced Marketing class experienced a business
challenge in real life by helping to organize a Cadillac exhibition.

Marketing class moves into real
world and real experiences
By Jeremy Horn
NEWS EDITOR

On Saturday, April 20, stu
dents from Dr. David Light's
Advanced Marketing class
gained first-hand experience in
putting their marketing lessons
to practice. At the 57th annual
Del Mar National Horse Show,
students helped organize a
Cadillac exhibition for local
car dealership Guy Hill
Cadillac.
The event, sponsored by the

Learn to Meditate
Insight
_Power
Enlightenment
_Success
Free Introductory Workshops
Monday, May 6: Wednesday, May 8
6:00 pm - 7:15 pm; No registration
required.
The Firehouse Community Center
7877 Herschel Ave, 2nd Fl., La Jolla
(across from Saks Fifth Avenue)
858-777-3413; lotuslight9@yahoo.com

General Motors Marketing In
ternship program, aimed to give
students real world applications
of what they have learned while
also benefiting a local charity.
The students from Dr. Light's
class were allocated a $2,500
budget to plan, organize and pro
duce a marketing event involv
ing the latest model of Cadillacs.
The class conducted research on
their target market, manned the
event, and will propose their
ideas and results to their client
later this month.

"Bringing everything we
learned in the classroom and
applying it to the real world was
amazing," said April Hayes, the
event planner of the class. "I
don't think I could have ever
learned as much from a text
book."
"It is an excellent opportunity
to gain some real-life marketing
experience through a class,"
said Andie Hadad, co-head of
public relations in the class.
"We definitely want to encour
age people to take this class."
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Interviewing tips
prove beneficial
By Melissa Holleran

To assist you learning
STAFF WRITER
more about a position, firm or
industry, use readily available
Summer is almost here and resources such as employer
for some, it is time to find a web sites, annual reports,
summer job or internship. To trade journals, current em
ensure success, whether gradu ployees, friends and family
ating or not, one needs to be and business sections in
prepared for the big interview. newspapers. This will convey
The first thing that a student that you are a serious candi
should do is visit the Career date.
Services Center on campus lo
It is also recommended
cated in Hughes 110. The Cen that you interview with punc
ter has tips for resume writing, tuality in mind. Arrive at least
mock interviews and of course, 10 minutes early, respond to
a list of full-time job openings questions in a clear, relevant
and internships.
and informative manner,
Some of the tips include dress professionally, do not
knowing yourself, thinking of focus on importance of salary
personal strengths, skills, quali and benefits. Ask explicit and
ties and experiences that you relevant questions about the
possess that could demonstrate position, firm and industry.
your ability to work effectively.
It is also suggested that
Also know the hiring party. you write a follow-up thank
Like a good conversation, an you note.
effective interview validates
"Due to my visits to the
the people involved.
Career Center, I was well pre
As an interviewee, you vali pared for my interview. I took
date the interviewer by know all the advice that they had to
ing about the position for which give and now 1 have them to
you are interviewing, the em thank for the position that I
ployer and the employer's in have recently been offered,"
dustry.
said Sara Simpson, a student.
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New AS Executive Board
cultivates new vision
By Emily Palm
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Next year's Associated Stu
dents Executive Board has a se
cret. "It's going to be big. It's
huge," said Chris Wilson, AS
president. "We have a dynamic
team and in a few short meet
ings we've come up with a lot
of ideas to just blow AS up and
let the students know that AS is
their organization."
"I like the word surprise,"
said Alfonso Sanchez, vice
president of finance. "I want the
students to be surprised next
year."
"All I can say is it's an exec
board position and it can be ap
plied to each position, to every
thing we do," said Ibrahim EIMezain, vice president of aca
demics.
"There's something cook
ing," said Robert Neighbours,
vice president of multicultural
issues. "You'll just have to
wait."
"Get ready to see AS in a
whole new light next year," said
Aisha Taylor, vice president of
student issues.
"I'm sworn to secrecy by my

exec board, they don't want to
let the cat out of the bag," Wil
son said.
Wilson explained that their
overall vision for next year is
to expand AS in terms of their
visibility on campus. "I suggest
building the connections, build
ing the bridges between orga
nizations," Wilson said. "And
letting AS serve as that inter
mediary between the faculty,
the students and the administra
tion. That's what we're sup
posed to be doing." Wilson
noted a job well done this year,
"but we can improve on it next
year."
El-Mezain explained that
much of the new vision for next
year stems from the work done
this year by the AS executivess
whose theme was connections.
"Now the foundation is set and
we can move from here."
Neighbours plans to focus
on Ethnic studies and meet with
faculty to build bridges. "I per
sonally am passionate about
that," Neighbours said.
Sanchez pledges to allocate
the students' money in things
that students want and need.
"It's not going to be used for

fixing the grass or importing
snow like we've seen in the
past," Sanchez said. "They will
definitely see that money be put
to use and it will tie into our
overall theme."
Taylor hopes to fix the everpresent parking problem once
and for all, suggesting a lottery
for the incoming freshman. "All
students don't need cars on cam
pus," Taylor said. Taylor noted
the importance of still allowing
some freshman to bring cars on
campus, unlike some schools
where no freshman can bring
cars, because the campus is not
entirely self-sufficient.
El-Mezain hopes to have a lot
more marketing regarding aca
demic integrity. He is contem
plating mass emails to notify the
students of changes made, like
this year's addition of another
business school advisor.
If one student is experienc
ing a problem, I'd like to know
about it," Wilson said. "It may
be that the problem can't be
changed, but to give the students
an opportunity to air their grief.
I think goes a long way in let
ting the students know they are
a part of this."
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Mexico changes but not Chiapas
Democratic ideals prove regressive to southern region of Mexico
By Kate Reifers
STAFF WRITER

We nudged our way down
to the black floor of the
Zocalo to escape the heat.
Through whispered "con
permiso s" my mother and I
made eye contact with each
other.
"What time is it?" 1 asked.
"Two. Nothing is ever on
time in Mexico," she said
with a smirk.
It was hot and I felt shrink
wrapped by the crowd. Next
to my arm were a group of
three girls sharing a cigarette,
two carrying cameras and
one preparing a video cam
era.
A cell phone rang and one
of them maneuvered her arm
to get to her purse.
In front of me, I could see
the tiny men and women with
weathered feet protected
from the hot floor by worn
huaraches and the sound of a
group of teenaged boys
hadn't ceased since we'd ar
rived.
"La lucha sigue! La lucha
sigue!" The crowd would
echo their chants.
Behind me, a woman was
speaking French and behind
my mother a photographer
tried to squirm his way
through us.
I'd have to admit getting
to the Zocalo at 8:30 a.m. was
a good idea; we were no more
than 15 feet away from the
stage.
A breeze ran through the
jungle of legs and reached
our faces. Moments later they
arrived behind a rising tide of
press.
In March 2001, my mother
and I went to Mexico City to
bear witness to what will be
a very important moment in
Mexico's history.
Mexico's new President,
Vincente Fox, had allowed
the Zapatistas, a guerilla
group from Chiapas, one of
Mexico's southern most
states, to come to the city to
resume peace talks.
The Zapatistas led an
armed uprising, taking five
cities and almost 500 farms
on January 1, 1994, the day
the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
went into effect. This is not a
coincidence.
NAFTA allows the ex
change of goods and services
across the borders of the
North American continent. It
has not only boosted trade.

but migration as
well. NAFTA would
seem to have the
good intentions of
helping Mexico
boost its economy
by allowing trade.
If this is true then
why are people leav
ing their hometowns
to come to the U.S.
or to work in the bor
der regions in fields
and factories?
Just helping the
market avoids the
"the most basic so
cial, labor, environ
mental and cultural
responsibilities that
are actually the core
of any relationship
between the three
countries," that
Guillermo GomezPena discussed in
the book "The New
World
Border:
Prophecies, Poems,
and Loqueras for the
End of the Century."
The Zapatistas, led by the mysterious subcomander Marcos, frequently relocate in the jungles of
The
Mexican
southern Mexico to elude authorities.
army surrounded the
indigenous zones
immediately afier the uprising and minutes, and a new party in
power, things are supposed to
soon a cease-fire was called.
Now there were 70,000 Mexi change. But the Zapatistas are
still waiting.
can soldiers in Chiapas.
When the Zapatistas came to
Chiapas produces 50 percent of
Mexico's hydroelectric power, yet Mexico City in March 2001,
they were a day away from sign
half of Chiapas lacks power.
One third of the population also ing a peace agreement. But over
night someone from the govern
lacks potable water.
There are 0.3 hospital beds for ment went in and tinkered the
every 1,000 Chiapneco (half the language.
The specific language be
national average) while there are
seven hotel rooms for every 1,000 came vague, which allows for
devastating interpretations. The
tourists.
Fifty-four percent of the popu next day, the Zapatistas saw this
lation of Chiapas suffers from mal breach in the agreement and left.
They have been in silence
nutrition, and in the highlands this
since, probably trying to avoid
increases to 80 percent.
If NAFTA is doing wonders for being included in the "War on
Mexico, who is reaping this ben Terrorism."
People are dying in Chiapas
efit?
from
curable illnesses like diar
In 1992 President Salinas (the
president before Zedillo), amended rhea. and it has been eight years
Article 27 of the Mexican consti without any changes.
Everyone wants to live with
tution of 1917, which mandated
land distribution so that indigenous dignity: to eat, grow old, and
people and peasants would be en teach his or her children.
These are not just Western or
sured land to work and sustain
Christian ideals, these are
their families.
He said of the article, "In the everyone's.
Part of making this happen
past land distribution was a path
ofjustice, today it is unproductive for yourself is to make sure that
and impoverishing." But for everyone has the opportunity to
do this.
whom?
So either turn your head and
This rebellion took place in
1994 and the Zapatista's are still ignore this, or begin to ask ques
in the jungle, masked and asking tions of the world in which we
live because the Zapatistas
for change.
Peace talks ended during the aren't alone.
For more information visit:
Zedillo administration.
www.ezln.org
or
With a new president, who said
he could solve this problem in 15 www.zmag.org/chiapas 1.

ANTONIO TUROK

Think about
writing for
the Vista next
semester.

Vista@SanDiego.edu
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Half-Price Sushi
We're going crazy in Old Town!
Nightly Specials
Monday: Drink Specials
Tuesday: 1/2-price sushi 5-10 pm*
Wednesday: Drink Specials
Thursday: 1/2-price sushi 5-10 pm*
Friday: 1/2-price appetizers all night
Saturday: Buy one entree, get one free
Sunday: 1/2-price sushi 5-10 pm*
*with minimum of one beverage purchase.

3964 Harney Street
(between San Diego Ave. &r Congress St)

Old Town
619.295.3272
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If you can t take it, can't leave it,
and gotta have it— store it!
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EDUC113/213
Computer Use
in the Professions

BUS 138
Sports Marketing

As if you've got nothing better to do — on top of studying for finals and recovering
from last night, you gotta move it or lose it. Well, we've got the answer. Store it!
That way you don't have to drag it with you and... it'll be here when you get back.
Sound easy? It is Call for more details!

ANTH 10
Introduction to
Physical Anthropology
THTR11
Introduction to Theatre

I '
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A-lStorage
www.alstorage.com

Morena - 619-276-6777
1190-B W. Morena Blvd.

USD Summer Sessions
Phone registration is over
Walk-in registration has begun in Founders 108
MTThF 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
W 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
You must have:
Registration form signed by your advisor.
and payment or proof of financial aid

Fashion Valley - 619-296-5200

Keamy Mesa - 858-560-5660

1501 Frazee Road

5654 Copley Drive

Register early-some courses close quickly
(619)260-4800

The Vista
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Technological reliance rings a buzz
By Delphine Fares

Many staff members also feel
that communication has been
simplified tremendously.
"1 love it," said Debbie
Johnston, executive assistant of
the communication studies de
partment. "Communication be
tween family members in differ
ent cities used to take a lot longer.
Now we can speak to them im
mediately by simply calling
them on their cell phones, pag
ing them or sending them an email. It's so convenient!"
Some students focus on the
positive impact cell phones have
had on their relationships.
"1 think it's been huge," said
Ryan Anderson, a student. "Es
pecially being away from home,
it helps me keep in touch with
my parents and relatives. If it
wasn't for my cell phone, I prob
ably wouldn't speak to them as
much."
Students like the advantages
offered by instant messenger ser

ing me e-mails regarding smaller
questions—questions they might
feel are not important enough to
E-mail, cell phones and in
deal with in class," Tew said.
stant messenger services have
"That gives us a new relation
become an essential way of com
ship, because now, with e-mail,
municating in a world that is
they feel freer to actually bring
faced with constant technologi
these points up."
cal changes.
Though few can deny the in
"1 teach a course on commu
creased sense of unity and con
nications technology, and we
nectedness such technological
spend a lot of time discussing the
advances allow for, many say
new possibilities that are offered
they recognize the disadvantages
in each technology," said Chad
of modem technology.
Tew, a communications studies
"The thing about modern
professor. "I think every genera
technology is that it has eroded
tion has to decide how they are
backstage," Tew said. "You used
going to use these new possibili
to have a lot more privacy, but
ties that technology allows for."
now with the new technology
One of the main advantages
such as e-mail and cell phones,
of these "new possibilities" is
people are always able to con
greater connectedness.
tact you."
"I am always amazed at how
With these technological ad
1 always seem to be connected
vances comes a need to negoti
with the world nowadays,
ate boundaries.
whereas a long time ago, you
"It seems like we are always
really had pockets of isolation,"
available," said Tew. "So, I think
Tew said.
the key is under
Many stu "I think every generation has to decide standing how to
dents agree
really negotiate
that this tech how they are going to use these new pos these boundary
shifts that have
nology has al sibilities that technology allows for"
occurred in the
lowed them to
- Professor Chad Tew
stay connected
last ten to 20
and maintain regular contact vices such as MSN, AIM, Yahoo years."
with family, friends and loved Chat and ICQ. "Instant messen
Our generation will not be the
ger services are the perfect idea first to negotiate new boundaries.
ones.
"It makes my relationships because you can chat with any Technological advances such as
easier to maintain because the one in the world, anytime and it's the telephone had similar effects
communication is practically in so cheap," said Hussain Tejani, on society.
"These boundary shifts are
stantaneous," said Erik Mont a junior.
Another advantage of modern always at work in society," Tew
gomery, a student. "Keeping in
touch has been simplified so technology, according to Tew, is said. "When the telephone was
much by e-mail and messenger the increased communication introduced, it had exactly the
services. I think wc are attaining and stronger relationships be same impact on people. Before
the telephone, people used to be
new levels of global communi tween teacher and student.
"Students are constantly writ isolated in their houses and they
cation."
STAFF WRITER

ALESSANDRA GUBEISSI

Students on cell phones were once a rarity, but in today s society
they have become a part of mainstream culture and can be seen
in every facet of life. Other techological advancements have also
permeated American life in this way like email and computers.

would have visitors. Now,
people can just call and connect."
Many students say that al
though modem devices have en
hanced the ease of communica
tion, technology has rendered it
rather impersonal.
"I would say that all this tech
nology has increased the quan
tity but reduced the quality of
communication," said Sioma
Weisbcrd, a student.
"It has increased the number
of times and the ease with which
I can communicate with friends.
I type, I click, and that's it. the
message is sent. However, some
thing I think is being left behind
is human contact. We, as indi
viduals. not only have things to
say but also a certain energy that
can only be transmitted in per
son," she said.
Tejani makes a similar obser

vation saying, "the problem with
all this technology is that it takes
away the personal touch."
Overall, students, faculty and
staff agree that modem technol
ogy offers a wealth of new pos
sibilities. However, they recog
nize the problems and chal
lenges associated with such ad
vances.
"There are always advantages
and disadvantages anytime these
technologies arc introduced,"
Tew said. "It is not a good or bad
type of situation. It brings us a
lot of good qualities such as hu
man contact and free communi
cation. On the other hand, this
redefinition of the boundaries of
backstage/front stage-are prob
lematic for people. Right now,
we are definitely going through
this redefinition that I think ev
ery generation experiences."

International students face cultural shock
By Mona Shah
STAFF WRITER

The University is a melting
pot of cultures, providing an
environment for international
students to become part of
University and American life.
At the University there are
291 international students.
According to the International
Resources Department, there
are 96 graduate students. 125
undergraduate students and 70
in practical training. The stu
dents represent 62 different
countries. Those in practical
training are involved in em
ployment related to what they
are studying.
Many students at the Uni
versity of San Diego came to
the United States from a dif
ferent country facing new
feelings and environments.

"When I came here first, I felt
like a stranger because I went to
an all white school," said Lconel
Aceituno. a junior. When
Aceituno came to the United
States from Guatemala he was
too young to know what to ex
pect. It took him a year and a
half to leam the language. "The
school I went to would not let
me speak my native language,"
he said.
Almost all international stu
dents feel nervous and unpre
pared when coming to the
United States. Sometimes what
media reveals about the United
States is not factual and doesn't
reflect reality.
"I had great difficulty not
knowing the language, language
barriers, body language and
body distance," said Saeed
Hesami, a graduate student. "I
had a big culture shock, which
took me about two to three years

to adapt to the differences that I
never thought existed." Hesami
came to the U.S. from Iran when
he was 15 years old. Hesami ar
rived here knowing only his na
tive language and culture. Now
he knows two languages and has
adapted very well to the lifestyle
of the United States.
International students come
to the United States for many
different reasons. Some students
come for the opportunity to
study in a foreign culture, simi
lar to why USD students may
choose to go abroad. Others
come because there is war in
their country and they want to
escape the -violence, while some
come because of their parents'
choice.
Nichole Tempel, a senior, ex
pressed the feeling that she was
too young to realize what to ex
pect. In the beginning she was
scared but eventually she

adapted. "My parents gave me
the choice whether to come to
United States or stay in Ger
many, but we all decided to
come here together," she said.
She believes one learns many
good and bad things and some
times the best way to move on
in life is by appreciating and
never judging the differences.
Sooner or later international
students adapt and learn the new
languages and cultures. But
what happens when they go back
to their country for a visit or per
manent stay? "When I go back
to visit in Germany they think I
am too 'Americanized' and
when I am here my friends and
family think I am so 'Euro
pean,'" Tempel said. " Either
way I am who I am."
Many international students
feel and experience an un
wanted feeling from both
Americans and from the citi

zens from their birth country.
"When I go back to Guate
mala to visit my family and
friends, I feel a little differ
ent and weird because I lost
my native accent," Aceituno
said. "People there look at
me as a 'foreigner.'" Some
international students don't
even go back to visit their
country after they come to the
United States because they
don't want to face the bias
and culture shock again.
Adjusting to a culture is
not an easy thing to do. Some
take years to adjust and can
not ever adapt to the new cul
ture completely. Others ad
just with the knowledge that
no culture is the same by ac
cepting and enjoying it. They
use the experience as a learn
ing opportunity and learn
with an open mind and open
heart.
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When
I
walked into the Vista
office in November of 1998,
my freshman year, to volunteer to de
sign, I had no idea of what was to come.
The office had old decrepit desks pushed
against the walls with a few outdated
Macintosh computers stacked amongst
papers, napkins, half finished pops and
leaky ketchup packets. In the center of
the room was a large trash can with piles
of crumpled papers around it from failed
"three-pointers."
Over the next two years, I
worked as a designer and an Associate
Editor pleasing myself with the status
quo and simply focusing on the output
of the paper as the goal. The status
quo, however, turned out to be not
good enough. It was the Vista's
time to reclaim itself as a publi
cation of dignity and respect; a
true example of the talent and
the determination that USD
students have.
People at USD
often comment that the
student body is apa
thetic, some go
ing as far as
categoriz
ing stu
dents
as

"spoiled
little rich kids." I challenge all
those who believe this to take a look at
the Vista. The staff of the paper has
proven itself to care, to push and to want
more.
There have been many times over the
past two years when the Vista has been
doubted or refused coverage of certain
issues. There are times when the staff of
this paper have been belittled and ridi
culed. There have been times when stu
dents yelled and screamed at the staff be
cause they felt the project or success they
had was bigger news than what the Vista
printed that week and wanted to dictate
what should be in the paper.
Though we encountered these brick
walls, those people who refused to see the
big picture and the importance of the free
dom of the press and the development of
student journalism, we kept pushing. The
Vista has not been intimidated and will
not settle. The staff has and will be chal
lenging the status quo.
We are the fourth estate; our job is to
observe and analyze the strengths and the
weaknesses of the campus community.
And this we are doing at the best of our
ability.
The 15 editors of the Vista are the
strength behind the drastic changes of the
paper over the last two years. The edi
tors took on extra projects and spent
long hours creating special sec
tions and articles. Trying to
go a bit further to do re
search on the issues

that plague
the community was not
solely our job, but our mission.
I once heard a journalist say "there are.
things readers want to read and things
readers need to read; print both." As the
Editor in Chief of the Vista. I took this
motto to heart. The Vista rose to the chal
lenge of publishing the hard issues and
opened themselves up to criticism and an
ger from certain groups of the campus
community. We stood up to those angry
mobs that did not want people to know
about their indiscretions and still pub
lished them. We did this because when
all is said and done, printing the truth was
more important than protecting ourselves
from the angry backlash associated with
it.
I want to close my four years on the
Vista staff by commending you; our read
ers. I am unbelievably honored to have
been able to serve, the USD population
by producing the Vista. I am not saying
it was easy to stay up until 2 a.m. on
Wednesday mornings and going back to
work at 7 a.m., or standing up to those
who did not appreciate the core values of
student journalism, but it was worth it.
Every last frustration I have encountered
is outweighed by the pride I feel in this
paper, the wonderful staff and the service
we have provided to you. Thank you for
your readership.
-Elizabeth Rabel, Editor in Chief
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I wanted to be Brian Wilson when I was five. to 29-year-olds who have completed four years
It was no short-lived obsession (it still lingers and of college at a public institution has been 26
rears its ugly head on selected sunny days). A five- percent and it hasn't budged, according to a re
year-old is apt to seek the embodiment of her ideal, cent report published by the Educational Test
after all, and those California Girls sure looked ing Service's Policy Information Center. Private
schools have a higher percentage, but not by
confident on those roller skates. I could do that.
By the age of ten I wanted to be the president. much.
Only three in 10 students from the lowest
It was probably the thought of leading the entire
free world and the possibility of gaining access to economic percentile will ever graduate. On av
Disneyland when everyone else was asleep. Sign erage, only 30 percent of college students at
ing a few declarations and doing what everyone American universities graduate in four years.
else told you looked mighty easy. 1 could do that. The NCAA now uses the six-year graduation
I wanted to be Mia Hanim when I was 16. On plan as the standard.
In 2000, statistics demonstrated that college
any average week during high school season 1
students
in Norway, Britain and the Netherlands
would pull 8 practices, 3 games, 2 loads of uni
form washing and at least one sprained limb. had surpassed the United States in the number
of young people who graduated from college.
Hamm's job looked easy. I could do that.
The 15 highest graduation rates do, however,
When I was 20 1 decided that I wanted to be
Cameron Crowe. It wasn't aij entirely difficult belong to private schools with an average an
stretch to imagine myself as a geeky rock'n'roll nual tuition of over $23, 000. The graduating
critic with a fetish for thick rock tunes and con seniors at the University definitely qualify. We
cert attendance with notepad and mini-pencil in are not the majority, we are the lucky minority.
And taking on the dreams of our 5-year-old
hand. In fact, I was alarmingly close. I could do
or 10-year-old or 16-year-old selves shouldn't
that.
seem that far away. Being saddled with the ugly
And I did.
The University of San Diego has provided the reality of student loans and rent and even a firstchance for me (and hundreds of my classmates) time off-campus living situation can be daunt
to reach for the fulfillment of these and other ca ing for some, but the reality is that we stand in
reer fetishes. Barring any tone of infomercial a mighty prime position.
Not only have we been prepared to face the
checsincss, I have fulfilled all these dreams of
world
with a well-earned education, but we are
musicianship, leadership, athletics and writing
breaking
out at a time when the world might
within the pristine, safe confines of education. And
we should be proud—wc are the lucky minority. just need undaunted dreams the most.
—Caley Cook, Special Projects Editor
For the last two decades the percentage of 25-

When I look back on my days at
USD 50 years from now, the things
that will stand out in my mind won't
be the classroom discussions or the
textbooks I skimmed over.
What I will remember for the rest
of my days will be the friends and ex
periences so central to my growth as
a student of the human race.
I will always remember the test
osterone-soaked Maher and all the
wild adventures I witnessed within
those halls; those who played guitar
with me at Aromas; the ones who
shared humor in my lighthcartcd an
ecdotes about growing up in a small
town; the ones who helped me be
come the person I am today.
It is the memories of those people
and experiences to which I owe the
last four years of my life.
That and the ungodly amount of
money I paid for my degree.
-Jim Ballew, Assistant News Editor

I'm definitely going to miss seeing ev
eryone that I've met in
the past four years, tak
ing the trolley at unsafe
times of the night and
jumping into the foun
tain when it just doesn't
seem to matter. The
University and the
Vista environments
have provided a highly
interactive environment
that I won't be able to
take for granted at San
Diego State's grad
school program.
--Alisha Johnson,
Advertising Manager
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"If you create a beautiful place, people will
come and we can enlighten them," said Mother
Hill, founder of USD's college for women. The
spirit of Mother Hill's philosophy shines elo
quently in every tiny detail on campus. At times,
during my four-year reverie here, I think it was
precisely this that pulled me through some of
the toughest times.
"I walk around USD all these years and think
'thank you, Jesus' for letting me be exactly
here," said senior Briana Dougherty.
USD is an artist's dream; I envision tiny
glimpses of natural beauty that set the scene for
my 'enlightenment' Mother Hill talks about.
The way the grass smells as its being uprooted
at the end of its season, making way for fresh
greenery to be rolled out like red carpet. The
canyon bed stretching open its mouth to the ho
rizon, creating a palette for the textures and col
ors of the sea and sky to be painted upon; feel
ing the mist from the fountain kiss my face at
noontime on a breezy day. Watching the sun
shine through the stained glass windows of the
Immaculata in the afternoon.
About 30 full-time employees care for these
pristine surroundings that are rapidly turning
into the gardens and edifices of a royal king
dom. Greg Zackowski, director of operations
and special events said that there is a miscon
ception regarding the number of employees that
care for the grounds.
"Students think there are a lot more employ
ees than there are, but a lot of it is just simple
stulT that doesn't require much maintenance,"
he said.
Standing by the fountain and falling back into
the spongy shrubs is highly suggested. Please
make sure you know which spongy shrubs I am
referring to and check the elasticity and depth
before plunging.
Fred Rocha, manager of grounds, has brought
Mother Hill's dream to life on campus for 33
years. Now, he said, the biggest challenge to his
job is keeping up with the massive development.
"I want to stay in this environment, I get so
much positive feedback and all the people here
have the same mentality," he said.
Sometimes I wonder what brought us all here
* together, in this place of higher education.
We all have one commonality in this respect;
we sought out what was beautiful, and real, and
chose to be enlightened through our desire to
be in such a place.
The funny thing is that you don't even know
you are going through this sequence of events—
that this was a natural instinct in all of us, com
mon only to the USD community—until its all
over.
"We arc all walking at the same pace, we arc
all looking in the same di
rection: to improve the Uni
versity, there is no place like
USD.. anywhere. Look
where we arc," Rocha said.
"I knew on college visit
ing day that this was where
I wanted to be. That day,
it's a great hook,"
Dougherty said.
I knew the minute I
stepped out of the car at
Colachis Plaza, and took
one glimpse of the scene I
set foot in, that this was
where I was to be enlight
ened—to be heart broken,
to be loved, and to become
who I am today as I con
clude this leg of the journey
in my life and move onto
the next, which is yet to be
determined.
—Kara Braniff,
Managing Editor
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Retro sneakers: old, not stinky
By Dominic Mucciacito

matter of hours.
Shoe stores can't keep them on the
shelves, and online auctioneers make a
pretty penny turning over the rare
hightops.
So far Nike has re-released the Jor
dan I, III, IV, V, VI, XI, and most re
cently the Jordan IX. Not all shoes are
created equal.
Some Jordans sell out and others
don't sell at all. People are still hunting
for the patent leather "Space Jam"
model that came out last Christmas,
while you can drive down to Mission
Valley and find a pair of black and ol
ive colored Jordan IX's in just about any
size you want.
Shoe collectors don't stop at Air
Jordans though. They collect Pumas,
Adidas, Converse and even the unfor
gettable Reebok Pump.
Junior Dcmetrios Sparacino collects
retro sneakers and vintage '70s shirts.
He got his pair of black and grey Air
jordan V's from a auction website.
"Retro shoes are like no other. The
ones that I have, the Jordan V's arc un
believably engineered," Sparacino
said.
Jordans have been

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Most trends come and go but some
things never go out of style.
All over the world classic sneakers
are gaining popularity as reputable foot
wear. People are bringing back anything
from the Pony lowtops that the Beastie
Boys used to wear to the purple and gold
hightops from Magic Johnson's
'Showtime' era.
Fashionable men's footwear has come
a long way from the archaic days of the
canvas Chuck Taylor All Stars that Wilt
Chamberlain used to sport.
They've gotten more expensive too.
In 1985 a pair of Air Jordans cost $70.
After taxes, the most recent pair of
Jordans will set you back $215!
But you don't have to buy the latest
model of shoes. You can buy a pair that
originally hit stores in 1982. Shoe com
panies are starting to capitalize on the
retro trend and rc-rclease some of their
most popular models to compete with
their latest line of contemporaries.
Shoes have improved with the advent
of technology. Reebok's honeycomb
sole doesn't hold a candle to Nike's lat
est spring loaded shock
technology.
Newer doesn't always
equate to better in the minds
of image conscious con
sumers.
"I collect retro sneakers
-Mychal Odom
because the stuff they're
Retro shoe collector
coming out with today just
doesn't compare," said Chris Wilson, the modeled after various artifacts
recently elected Associated Students of inspiration. The Jordan V was
President.
designed to resemble a jet fighter.
Apparently, newer shoes may fit bet
"The look is simple," Sparacino
ter, feel better, or be made from more said. "I like the simplified look com
durable materials but nothing can take pared to a lot of neon, a lot of stripes,
the place of those cozy old Converse.
a lot of reflectors."
The Jordan Brand has set the pace in
For some collectors, re-releases are
the race to re-release a sneaker. When an opportunity to get a pair of shoes that
Nike released the Air Jordan III Retro they couldn't get the first time around.
in 1998 crowds up to a hundred lined up
"It's like reclaiming a piece of my
outside of shoe stores to get their hands youth," Sparacino said. "When I was a
on them. The Jordan Retros sell out in a kid I couldn't buy sneakers. My parents

bought them. Now I'm able to buy them
again. I like being able to hold onto the
past in some small way."
Senior Mychal Odom
couldn't buy the shoes he
wanted when he was a
younger man.
"My mom always said,
'When you get your own
money you can buy whatever
shoes you want,"' Odom said
"When I got to college
and I got a job that's what
I did."
Odom likes to
match his Jordans to
his outfit. He has
over 10 pairs and
hopes to own a pair of
all 18 Jordans in the
future.
"Retros give you an
opportunity to relive
your
childhood,''
Odom said.

"Retros give you an
opportunity to relive
your childhood."

Boxers or
briefs?
By Jennifer Berry
STAFF WRITER
Men around the United States are fac
ing a major cultural crisis, which has the
potential to lead to disaster.
The dilemma? Boxers vs. briefs. A
new trend rising among young men of
America is boxer shorts.
Throughout college campuses and
high schools, men punch up their ward
robe by revealing their boxers with baggy
pants lightly kissing their hipbones.
One's eyes see an explosion of color
and pattern between a common pair of
jeans and an old t-shirt.

Many parents and
authority figures deem
this trend inappropriate,
while some of the ladies
find this rather allur
ing—a hidden treasure of
male sexuality.
Considered dopey or a
mating call, boxers are rap
idly pushing their way to the
top of the popularity polls.
What about briefs? This un
dergarment is the male classic,
durable and dependable.
Please see Underwear, page 11

CARLA SUAREZ

Is It the shoes? Demetrios Sparacino
(above) shows off his rare Air Jordans. He wears
them sparingly to protect their transparent visable
air sole. Some say the Air Jordan is the shoe that
started the frenzy. (Below) Jordans come in many
shapes and sizes.
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Taco shop poetry transforms hungry habits
By

Laura Walker

the group back in 1994.
They began by experimenting with
verse in local coffee shops, but decided
Amidst the hustle and bustle of or a connection was lacking.
der, pick-up and payment, yet in be
So, they took their prose to taco
tween the squirts of salsa and slathering shops.
of refried beans are the distinct sounds
"Taco shops attract people of all
of prose, syllable and rhyme. It is taco kinds; they are cultural centers in them
shop poetry.
selves," said Tomas Riley, a fellow Taco
The Taco Shop Poets are the newest Shop Poet.
addition to San Diego's culturally diver
"Plus, eating food has always been
sifying atmosphere.
associated with passion and intimacy,
The group of eight poets from something poetry embodies, as well."
throughout Southern California came to
The poets have taken their passion for
gether seven years ago to bring an artis the spoken word and become cultural
tic voice to the last place it was expected: guerrillas, using aspects of their lives
a taco shop.
and combining them with a message that
From Roberto's Tacos in Mission cannot be ignored.
Beach to El Cuervo in Hillcrest, the Taco
Sometimes the poetry is in Spanish,
Shop Poets have transformed San sometimes it's in English, sometimes it's
Diego's favorite eateries into a poetry a mixture of both.
space, a border space, a music space, a
The beat and rhythm of spoken word
performance space, a nationalist space, act as inherently flavored pieces of cul
a gender space and a sexuality space.
ture.
They offer space for expression.
"Our poetry is meant to make people
"We want to provide a place for think," Riley said.
young artists, Latino, whatever, to par
"My poetry has targeted my life as a
ticipate," said Adrian Arancibia, a mem student and is written with the hope that
ber of the Taco Shop Poets.
other students will reflect on it."
"There are few, if any places where
With the support ofCalaca Press, the
performance artists can go."
Taco Shop Poets arc getting the word
"We hope to empower people to make out, literally.
a real change."
Their CD, entitled Chorizo
This change was initiated after a few Tonguefire, is a unique compilation of
University of San Diego students formed song and verse, expertly mixed to soothe
STAFF WRITER

the soul and stimulate the spirit.
Chorizo Tonguefire has been a major
success for the Taco Shop Poets and has
inspired them to combine their efforts
with Voz Alta, San Diego's newest cul
tural center.
Voz Alta, or raised voice, calls home
a small space on 917 E Street.
The works of local artists adorn the
walls and the performers keep the atmo
sphere warm and inviting.
On a rare night, you can find the Taco
Shop Poets here, doing what they do
best.
On a given night, the deep, melodi
ous voice of Tomas Riley permeates the
walls of the small building, and his
words provoke a wide-eyed wonderment
that can only accompany true talent.
The words are not harsh, but crush
ing and forlorn, soft and beautiful; the
words eat at the core of social norms.
"The messages presented by the Taco
Shop Poets are incredible," said Elisa
Dixon, who has attended two perfor
mances so far.
"Their work speaks to people of all
walks of life."
So next time you feel
a Santanas run coming on, plan the trip
for a daylight hour and don't miss out
on the melange of harmonic yet funky
verses that will make you think twice
about life at USD.
With the Taco Shop Poets, you can
have your poetry and eat it, too.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
IMp WMifedl
Free room, free meals! In
Del Mar, in exchange for
taking care of 2 girls (7 and
10) from 2:30-6:30 M-F, HW
help, some errands, some
chores. A car may be pro
vided. Week-ends off, $400/
mo. salary. For more info
contact Sonya or Odysee at
760-804-9075 or email
odysee@opthalmed.com

Want fun in the sun this
summer? Mission Bay
Sportcenter is looking for
energetic persons to work with
our summer youth camp,
rental office and dock staff.
Instructors to teach sailing,
surfing, windsurfing,
kayaking, waterskiing and
wakeboarding. Call 858-4881004.

Continued from
• Underwear, page 10
Briefs are versatile enough 19

lack and can also be available in dif--.^
ferent colors.
.: ;. »
^Lately, briefs have been given a
bad wrap. A common name lor briefs
ightie whities, and this detestable .
name is defaming the all time Ameri
can classic.
*
Even boxer shorts wearers can
contest, that at least once in their
cliildhood they w ore briefs with their
favorite superhero printed on them.
The Generation X Men's Under
wear survey claims 74 out of 291
men from ages 18-24 wear briefs,
while 76 out of291 men prefer wear
ing boxers.
Seven out of ten men at USD pre
ferred boxers to briefs while ten out
of ten women preferred boxers to
briefs. •
./'V'"
"Boxers give you more room to
breathe. You're too. restricted when
you wear briefs," says a USD sopho
more. .Yet others find this freedom •
in boxers more uncomfortable,
"Boxers always
bunch
up
and f
j
,
1
cause chafing, you're always having
to'stop and pull them down," claims
aUSD'freshmeh.
\ '
The underwear market is growing
quicker than one can say "fruit of a
loom," and with this growth comes
?new inventive w ays to compromise
between briefs and boxers.
ie median
The boxer briefs are
' between the two., Men find them not
too restricting yet supportive and j
women cannot resist them.

Respected.
Innovative.
Compassionate.
Azusa Pacific University would like to introduce you
to its new Doctor of Physical Therapy Program *
If you are graduating with a bachelor's degree and

$250 a day potential/
bartending- training provided
1-800-293-3985 ext. 190.
Earn monthly residual
income from offering a better,
faster, less expensive internet
service through your very own
free ISP company. Enjoy free
internet service. Free business
website included http://
www.mvnetservicepavs.com
delphinegroup@juno.com
"Aquahine" the girl's surf
shop in Mission Beach, has
immediate openings for parttime retail sales. Seeking
honest, energetic, outgoing
people. Retail experience,
surfing knowledge helpful.
Fax resume to 858-488-7119

Wanted- 1 graduation
ticket. Will pay $20 for it.
Please call 858-488-3955
or email
PATSTELL0815 @cs.com
if interested.
Drum Lessons- Beginner or
intermediate. Instructor has 23
years drumming experience. 1st
lesson free. Located in Linda
Vista. Brian 619-291-9119.
Need a professional resume?
I can help. Traditional or video
resumes. Free listing on
website. Picture perfect re
sumes. 619-281-1993. Great
rates, call today.

would like to receive program details or learn about
where current students are using their skills, visit
www apu.edu/dpt/.
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Battle of the
Blockbusters
Yoda gets a digital makeover
while Spider-man swings into
screen history
By Dominic Mucciacito
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Memo to all puppeteers:
Your days are numbered.
If George Lucas is any mea
sure of cinematic worth, the
days of the muppets and mari
onettes are long gone. By de
ciding to scrap the mechanized
puppet of Yoda in favor of a
computer generated jedi master,
Lucas has burned one of the last
bridges from this trilogy.
Digital animators have made
the puppcteering of Frank Oz a
moot talent. The diminutive jedi
master is going to be completely
computer animated in "Star
Wars Episode II: Attack of the
Clones."
Lucas assures that the digi
tal Yoda remains remarkably
true to the charismatic puppetry
of Frank Oz, who is still the
jedi's voice box. The animators
deliberately tried to make the
new Yoda unrealistic.
"We didn't want to make him
look like he was real," Lucas
said.
The decision to create Yoda
with CGI was decided in part
by his newfound ability to fight.
According to the official Star
Wars website, Yoda will bran
dish a Iightsaber for the first
time in the series as he ventures
into combat. Docs Yoda even
own a Iightsaber?

The sedentary puppet of yore
is now a limber, acrobatic mar
tial artist. Will this be too much
for fans to accept?
Judging by the die-hard fans
already lining up to buy tickets,
it is doubtful.
Yoda as an action hero could
be the next controversy to rock
the Star Wars universe. Scrap
ping the puppet could become
the item of criticism from "At
tack of the Clones."
Lucas is treading sacred
ground here.
Despite some fan criticism of
characters looking cartoon-like
and unrealistic, the trend looks
to be one of more computer ren
dered characters rather than less.
"Spider-Man," the movie ex
pected to kick off the block
buster summer season on May
3, extensively utilizes computer
graphics. For most of Spiderman's web-slinging action
scenes, a computer rendered
double was used.
The two computer-based cre
ations, Yoda and Spider-Man,
are expected to battle it out for
the bragging rights as summer
phenomenon with "Attack of the
Clones" set to open on May 16.
Which film will ultimately
come out on top seems as pre
dictable as how Episode III will
end, but you never know. Jar Jar
Binks could be the main charac
ter in "Attack of the Clones."

CARLA SUAREZ

Hanging loose: Outdated Yoda puppets were scraped in favor of the computer generated version in
"Attack of the Clones." Tobey Maguire dons the webbed suit in "Spider-Man" opening Friday.
COLUMBIA PICTURES

semester sea
§

m

Se
Apply now for Summer 2002,
Fall 2002 and Spring 2003

See and experience the world on a 65-dav
or 100-day voyage. Earn semester credits while
visiting countries such as Ireland, Norway, Russia,
Italy, Vietnam, Japan, Kenya and many more
International education has never been more
important. Distinguish your undergraduate career
bv studying and traveling with Semester at Sea.
Visit www.scmeslerfllsefl.com or call
1-800-834-0195 for an application.
Financial aid is available.

LXSTITUTE FOR SHIPBOARD EDCCATIOX
TRAVEL BOOKS. MAPS. LUGGAGE,
PACKS. CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES.
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Senior athletes reflect on final moments
Soccer goalie Justin Neerhof will
miss his days at the University
leaped and grabbed it just before it went
into the comer of the net. The ever-present
STAFF WRITER
"JUICE" chant from the Torero faithful
Never has a soccer player been so aptly was in full force. The save preserved
nicknamed at USD than goalkeeper Jus USD's lead and the defense made it stand.
tin Neerhof. Everybody knows him as
"That's really been his trademark in his
"Juice." Justin earned this nickname in four years here," McFadden said. "He's
third grade from some camp counselors been very good at making the big save,
and it has followed him through life, and the timely save."
ultimately, onto the field.
Since his days with the Colorado Rush,
What he has provided the Toreros for a youth club team, Justin has stood out.
four years is an outstanding goalkeeper Although Neerhof didn't play high school
on a perennial nationally
soccer, McFadden re
ranked team. Juice not
cruited the 6-foot-3
only led the Toreros to a
Neerhof out of the Denver
12-4-1 mark in his senior
club. Neerhof, then a lanky
season but also the oppor
'keeper with a huge up
tunity to host the first two
side', paid immediate divi
rounds of the 2001
dends. In the middle of his
NCAA Men's Soccer
freshman season, Neerhof
Championships.
beat out USD's regular
This accomplishment
goalie, Naron Akins, and
wasn't easy considering
Neerhof would go on to
the major conference
give up the spot.
schools. Many of the
The team went on to
teams are afraid to face
claim the WCC title with a
the Toreros at home and
12-8 record in his freshman
lobby that the Torero Sta
year. Since then, McFadden
dium field is too narrow
said that Neerhof has
for postseason play.
gained a greater apprecia
Juice gave his team the
tion of goalkeeping under
opportunity to win each
the tutelage of assistant
game while in goal for the
USD ATHLETICS
coach Tommy Tate.
Toreros. He snagged vic Neerhof led the Toreros
"He was all arms and
tories as easily as he from the goal,
legs but he was maturing
plucked opposing crosses many times to victory.
and
I knew that,"
in the center of the pen
McFadden said. "To an ex
alty area. On several occasions, Juice tent, you take chances on kids, hoping
came up big for USD and has all but won they'll materialize."
the match from the goal line.
Neerhof really did materialize.
"How he goes is how we go," USD Neerhof won WCC Goalkeeper of the
coach Seamus McFadden said. "If he Year in both his junior and senior sea
keeps the ball out of the net, he gives us sons. During his stellar senior campaign,
the opportunity to win any game ... That's Neerhof recorded seven shutouts and al
the one thing I look for from goalkeep lowed just 12 goals in 16 regular season
ers, is to give us an opportunity to win matches. Of the few shots that did get
it."
by Neerhof, McFadden said, "I could
When asked about his favorite mo only fault him on a couple of goals all
ments on the field, he is quick to recall a year."
match against Loyola Maiymount, when
Neerhof, while recruited by a number
Neerhof, in a scoreless tie, coolly stopped of other schools, could not be happier
a penalty kick by LMU star forward about his decision to come to USD. "This
Arturo Torres. USD went on to win it with is the best place in the world," Neerhof
a 2-0 victory.
said.
Another example of Juice being Juice
"I wouldn't trade my four years here
was in a game against WCC rival Saint for anything, and I am really going to
Mary's. The Toreros held a shaky 2-1 sec miss this place." There is no doubt that
ond-half lead. A volley got through the Coach McFadddcn and his teammates
Toreros' defense but Juice spotted it. will miss the "JUICE."

By Tom Anthony

Besides leading the Toreros to the playoffs, Neerhof won WCC
Goalkeeper of the year his final two seasons.

USD ATHLETICS

Outstanding infielder Nicky Geis
ends final season proudly at home
By Erin Toohey
S & C EDITOR

Nicky Geis is a 21year-old senior with a
mind for success and the
heart to play softball.
Geis left her final home
game against Santa Clara
on Sunday with no voice,
but she brought with her
a smile and four years of
USD softball memories.
Geis began playing
softball when she was
eight-years-old and
graduated from Mount
Miguel High School in
Chula Vista. She chose
the University based on
several factors including
the coach, sports and
academic scholarships,
and its hometown loca
tion close to her family.
Geis played shortstop
for USD, earning her
Best Defensive player
USD ATHLETICS
for three consecutive Nicky Geis makes another defensive effort in a
seasons beginning her game. The senior earned the Best Defensive player
award each of her first three years.
freshman year.
This year she has led
the team as the captain and provided sure to let them know what's going on,
them with the support needed to be when to register, how many units to take
both an athlete and a student. Geis in the spring when we arc in season, help
began as a Biology major but changed them balance school and softball."
Four years of USD softball has given
to Education with a concentration in
Multicultural Studies. Like all student Geis an opportunity to create many
memories, from her
athletes, Geis
first game against high
faced the diffi
ranked UCLA, where
culty of being
Geis says that she and
both a student
the other eight fresh
and a softball
men walked on the field
player.
like they owned the
"Softball has
place, to her goofier
been awesome,"
times
like on a trip to
Geis said. "It's
Hawaii.
been a struggle at
But nothing for Geis
times, especially
was as great as her fi
with school and
nal game on Sunday
trying to balance
when her family and a
both of them, but
USD crowd gathered to
it's been a lot of
USD ATHLETICS
watch her final senior
fun. Softball has
Geis always enjoyed being around
home game.
helped me have
her teammates.
"My
favorite
an outlet from
school. If I am struggling, I can go to memory was yesterday [Sunday's
practice and see my friends and people game]," Geis said. "Just because it was
that make me happy. Softball has been sad, but a really awesome game. It was
cool having my mom and dad and little
a savior for that and it's been fun."
sister
there, and to see all the people in
Her positive attitude about school
the
stands.
It just made everything worth
and softball is a reflection of Geis'
general outlook on life. Her constant it, regardless of the positive and nega
smile is a reminder that she is both a tive of all four years."
Geis' graduation will not be ending
teammate and friend to the other play
ers. It has been a goal for her to help her softball experience. She will be con
other people out as she was helped tinuing in school to obtain a Masters in
when she was just beginning on the Education and then she hopes to teach
second grade in the San Diego area as
team.
"The team has made it easier," said well as coach softball.
"Play with heart, always go out and
Geis. "It is an intimate friendship. You
see those people more than you see leave everything on the field or in the
people on campus. I had people to go gym or wherever you play," Geis said.
to. I could go to the upper classmen. I "Injuries have ended what people do, so
had a set group already that I could have no regrets, play every day like it's
belong to. For the new players ,1 make your last because it might be."
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Athletes using steroids get big...problems
By Tom Anthony
STAFF WRITER

In the 1930's, researchers
first developed steroids to re
build and prevent the break
down of body tissues from dis
ease. The first use of steroids in
sports was recorded in 1954 at
the world championships in
Vienna, Austria. Russian weight
lifters were using steroids and
were invincible in their compe
tition against other countries.
The U.S. coach asked the
Russians how they were accom
plishing this, and they told him
they were given steroids. This
started the craze for steroids
around the world, especially in
the United States.
Many scientists believe it can
increase strength and body size,
but others believe that using the
drug makes you hostile and ag
gressive, which makes you train
harder therefore resulting in
gained body size and strength.
The use of steroids can cause
many serious mental side ef
fects. Mood swings are com
mon, which are caused by in
creased hostility and aggressive
ness. Some steroid users even go
through violent, uncontrollable
rages called "Roid Rage."
The most greatly effected
emotions are agitation, cupho-

DAVID DURON

CALEY COOK

(Above) Athletes who use steroids try to get bigger, quicker,
but eventually the negative consequences will catch up.

ria, insomnia and psychosis. De
pression often is seen when the
drugs are stopped and may con
tribute to steroid dependence.
Some of these effects are not
present at first, but after abus
ing this drug, these symptoms
may be irreversible.
Steroids may also cause
many serious physical side ef
fects that can be long or short
term. There are many short-term
effects from the use of steroids

such as the development of
acne, deepened voice and abnor
mal hair growth. Metabolism is
weakened and levels of blood
sugar increase, which worsens
diabetes.
The short-term effects are
less serious than the long-term
effects. Steroids cause the for
mation of new bones to be in
hibited and osteoporosis and
joint damage occurs.
The three main problems that

occur are adverse effects in the
liver, cardio-vascular system
and reproductive system. Men
can also develop breasts or gy
necomastia, as a counter act to
the raised estrogen levels to try
and balance out the testosterone
levels.
The increased risk of cervi
cal and endometrial cancer is
present in women who take ste
roids. A decrease in breast size
is also commonly experienced.
Women also experience mascu
line features such as a deepened
voice.
The main problem associated
with steroids is the abuse of the
drug by athletes in sporting
events. This gives athletes an
unfair advantage over other op
ponents.
The main reason athletes use
steroids is to get strong and get
strong quickly. Steroids give the
athletes increased muscle mass,
strength, endurance and recov
ery rates.
The athletes who are clean
are the ones who are affected the
most. If an athlete is using ste
roids, he or she will be physi
cally stronger than their oppo
nent and would constantly be
superior to them. This is unfair
because many athletes who have
trained hard lose because of this
superiority.

Many gold medals, champi
onships, world records and Hall
of Famers have been achieved
through this form of cheating.
But not all of the athletes who
use steroids get away with it.
If they are tested positive for
it, they can be banned from their
sport. New laws are starting to
make the sentences for people
who deal with illegal steroids
and similar drugs more strict.
Many professional sports are
making drug tests mandatory for
athletes to be screened for ste
roids.
The Olympic Games are now
closely monitored to prevent
athletes who use steroids from
participating. Canadian sprinter
Ben Johnson found this out too
late as he tested positive for ste
roids in the 1980's Olympics.
He was stripped of both his
world-record and gold medal.
The NFL has a strict testing
policy in place. Those who test
positive must pay fines, be sus
pended and face bans for those
who are repeat offenders.
The NCAA has established
much stricter measures for test
ing and disciplining steroid us
ers. In 1987 Brian Bosworth, an
Oklahoma Sooner football
player, tested positive for ste
roids and was banned from play
ing in the Orange Bowl.

SAN DIEGO TORERO SCOREBOARD
#25 Men's Baseball
f 33-16W15-9 WCC)
April 24 at Long Beach
Loss 21-3
April 26-28 vs. Gonaga
Game #1 11-5 Win
Game #2 7-3 Win
Game #3 3-2 Win

Next home games:

May 10 3p.m. vs
Portland
May 11-12 1p.m. vs
Portland

Women's Softball (13-35)
April 26
vs. Loyola Marymount
3-0 Loss
April 26
vs. Loyola Marymount
8-0 Loss

April 28
vs. Santa Clara
5-4 Win
April 28
vs. Santa Clara

4-2 Win

How Am I Gonna Get
All My "Stuff' Shipped Home?
www.boxandshipping.com
We also have
Great shipping rates
for students!!! 294-4900 • boxes
• bubble wrap
BOX & SHIPPING
N. Cal
$ ,52flb* v/ tape
N. Mex
$ ,60/lb* • dish & glass
CENTER
Oregon
$ .60/lb*
packs
Colo.'
$ .60/lb* • mattress
5265 Linda Vista Rd.
Wash.
$ .70/lb*
boxes
(next to Domino's pizza)
Texas
$ .70/lb* • stereo &
Ill/Minn.
$ ,85/lb*
computer
619-294-4900
E. Coast
$ .90/lb*
boxes
*200 lb. minimum
v free advice
Free on campus pick-up
Free USD campus pick-up

STORAGE USA
Point Loma
RESERVE YOUR
STORAGE
UNIT NOW
FOR
SUMMER BREAK
*BRING IN THIS
AD AND ASK
ABOUT OUR
STUDENT SPECIALS

STORAGE USA
3883 Sherman Street
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 297-3502
GOOD AT
POINT LOMA
LOCATION ONLY
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(Above) Shannon Macmillan of th£ San Diego Spirit shoots the ball during a match.
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Spirit hope to improve in
second season of WUSA
By Alex Funk
STAFF WRITER

The San Diego Spirit has entered their
second season early this month after a
very successful fledgling season last
year. In their first match, they lost a close
game to the Carolina Courage 2-1 but
bounced back to slaughter the New York
Power 6-1 on April 20. Both games were
played at USD's newly renovated Torero
Stadium.
The Women's United Soccer Associa
tion (WUSA), which kicked off last
year, had a successful premier season and
is gaining momentum as the games go
on. Their recipe for success was simple
and the results were immediate.
Greg Paulik. a graduate of USD, said,
"The WUSA is filled with women who
have made the cur, and there is no dis
traction, just the game itself is enough to
be entertaining."
Soccer leagues in the United States
have always been sub-par to the rest of
the world, especially Europe and South
America. The popularity ofprofessional
soccer is very weak in the U.S. compared
to other nations. The key example is how
Major League Soccer has dramatically
lost interest.
Women's soccer lacked that same sur
plus ofhighly skilled and organized clubs
to choose from. The WUSA is the first
professional soccer league for women in
the U.S., and it has attracted the best tal
ent from around the world. The NHL,
MLB, NFL and NBA have attracted the
best athletes to come andplay in the U.S.,
just as the WUSA is doing with soccer.
The idea for the women's league was
only a dream until the U.S. Women's
National Team won the 1999 Women's
World Cup in the U.S. while its players
became overnight celebrities.
"Judging by the media coverage and
how many people cared about it, it was
the most popular sports event for women
in U.S. history," said Mia Hamm after
the 1999 World Cup.
The Spirit went 7-7-7 last year and
missed the playoffs, but this year is sure
to be different. The Spirit have a sched
ule that favors them to get off to a quick
start, hosting three of their first four
games at Torero Stadium.
Don't think there isn't a lack of home
field advantage for the Spirit. San
Diegans have been very receptive and
supportive of their new hometown team.

Before this season's $2.5 million reno
vation to widen the field and triple the
seating capacity, the team was recording
near sellouts for each of their home
games. Their average attendance was
5,714, about 93 percent of maximum
capacity.
Cox Communications, a corporate
sponsor and broadcaster for the Spirit,
paid for the renovations and their high
hopes for the team have been reassured
by better than average television ratings.
The local rating for a nationally televised
WUSA game was 1.0, more than double
what the rest of the country got. In addi
tion their local rating for games on Chan
nel 4 was 1.2,50 percent higher than that
of SDSU men's basketball team, for ex
ample.
Cox isn't their only sponsor and part
ner for this season, the Spirit have 29
business and marketing sponsors that
were all too eager to jump aboard this
new league for corporate sponsorship.
There are eight teams in the league
with rosters of 18 players, 144 women
in all and all are extremely competitive.
The San Jose Cyber Rays won the inau
gural championship last season.
"We hate to lose," said Julie Foudy,
a Spirit captain and one of the founding
players of the league. "We want to give
the fans that extra treat of winning."
Foudy is one of the most experienced
women in women's soccer history, be
ing a 13-year veteran of the U.S.
Women's National Team. She along with
Shannon MacMillan , Zhang Ouying and
Joy Fawcett are the prominent players
on the team.
MacMillan had two goals and an as
sist in the victory over the New York
Power last weekend and was named
WUSA Player of the Week. Zhang had
two goals of her own and came in sec»m ij ••« tL n MntiM i»

SPIRIT UPCOMING HOME MATCHES
MAY 5 @ 5 PM
VERSUS WASHINGTON FREEDOM
MAY 19 @ 5 PM
VERSUS PHILADELPHIA CHARGE
JUNE 1@ 3 PM
VERSUS ATLANTA BEAT
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
WWW.SANDIEGOSPIRIT.COM
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Full-Tima
Pay To Go To School?

AndGuaranteed
A
Job After Graduation?
While In college, you could get:
- $2,100.00 monthly income (Year round)
- Full Medical and Dental benefits
- World-wide travel
- A guaranteed leadership and management
position after graduation

After college, you could work in:
Aviation
j$n Maintenance
uness
Engineering

